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The world needs you!

See also the 
importance of ideas:

https://
www.nobelprize.org/
prizes/economic-
sciences/1995/lucas/
biographical/



What do you want to be when 
you grow up?



Source: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03459-7





Source: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03459-7



What      you do is different than 
Where    you do it



Things that a PhD can help you do 
from PhDs not in academia 

Startup Founder

Product Manager


VP Business Development

Communication 


Industry Researcher

Enterprise Architect 

Head/VP of Data Science

Consultant 

See a nice list of other positions for phd holders: 

https://medium.com/bits-and-behavior/most-ph-d-s-arent-professors-13a741ef6868



• Taught me how to identify a problem and define the steps to tackle it


• Learned the ability to go deep and also think high level 


• It helped me gain experience in picking up complex new ideas from research literature quickly


• Critical thinking and evidence-based decision making, ability to know when to seek confirmation or 
alternative sources of information


• Use data in a meaningful way


• Exposed me to complex areas of mathematics I wouldn’t have been exposed to as an undergrad. Math is 
transferable. A Phd gives you time and freedom to explore these tools that you wouldn’t get in industry.


• Ability to engage in many different areas of science, identify what I don’t yet know/understand 


• Engage in targeted learning

Problem Solving



Work Habits
• PhD is much deeper than any general project one might encounter, but the attention to 

detail that companies' demand almost matches that of PhD. Use this to your 
advantage, especially in interviews, but also in day to day work.


• Combine your PhD with work experience where possible. Real world results from your 
theoretical experiments are arguably more valuable validation signals than peer-review.


• Be able to follow through on long-term projects 


• Be able to think critically


• Be able to plan and provide proof point


• Not having to be managed but becoming more pro-active



• Taught me how to clearly communicate my ideas and findings to my colleagues, both 
through talks and papers


• In the course of a PhD, you have time to perfect your message. Not so in work environment. 
Be prepared to let go of your perfectionism.


• Be able to structure arguments


• It helped me gain experience in forming theories on complex processes where understanding 
is incomplete subsequently defend that position with data, logic and experimental results. In 
the current evolution of century old business’ morphing into data driven organisations, this is 
becoming increasingly valuable


• PhDs that have experience navigating cross-disciplinary domain can often help resolve a lot 
of the communication challenges that plague large companies – e.g. by teaching other teams 
to adopt existing techniques

Communication



• A PhD positions you to be at the forefront of your field. Be on the lookout for any business 
opportunities at every step.


• Startups – especially the ones that are both in the hype curve and achieved significant vc-funding 
– often hire PhDs because they bring in the field-expertise of working with novel technologies


• Confidence of managers in the communication skills and work habits above


• Gives me credibility in my projects with academics in the field 


• The connections I made in academia are still relevant 


• A PhD positions you as an expert in your field. The confidence this brings is extremely helpful in 
the work environment. Remember to position yourself as an expert, where appropriate.	

Entrepreneur Mindset



What do you like to do?



Build your platform

Do (mostly) what I like    

Reach my goals               

Help others                       

Connect to a community Expand my skills             

Your position 

Support my life priorities



Build your platform

Do (mostly) what I like    

Reach my goals               

Help others                       

Connect to a community Expand my skills             

Your position 

Support my life priorities

?????????????????????





We investigate intelligent systems that support people in their 
work with data and information from diverse sources. 


In this area, we perform applied and fundamental research 
informed by empirical insights into data science practice.


Current topics:


• Automated Knowledge Base Construction


• Data Search + Data Provenance


• Data Management for Machine Learning


• Causality for machine learning on messy data 


indelab.org





There’s lots of opportunity at 
the border



Ben Shneiderman. (2019) Twin-Win 
Research: Breakthrough Theories and 
Validated Solutions for Societal Benefit, 
Second Edition

Twin Win Model of Research



Hitting a home run
Ahmadpoor et al., Science 357, 583–587 (2017) 





Learnings from a Retail Recommendation System
on Billions of Interactions at bol.com

Barrie Kersbergen Sebastian Schelter
Ahold Delhaize Research & AIRLab, University of Amsterdam

bkersbergen@bol.com s.schelter@uva.nl

Abstract—Recommender systems are ubiquitous in the modern

internet, where they help users find items they might like. We

discuss the design of a large-scale recommender system handling

billions of interactions on a European e-commerce platform.

We present two studies on enhancing the predictive perfor-

mance of this system with both algorithmic and systems-related

approaches. First, we evaluate neural network-based approaches

on proprietary data from our e-commerce platform, and confirm

recent results outlining that the benefits of these methods with

respect to predictive performance are limited, while they exhibit

severe scalability bottlenecks. Next, we investigate the impact

of a reduction of the response latency of our serving system,

and conduct an A/B test on the live platform with more than

19 million user sessions, which confirms that the latency reduction

of the recommender system correlates with a significant increase

in business-relevant metrics. We discuss the implications of our

findings with respect to real world recommendation systems and

future research on scalable session-based recommendation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s internet users face an ever increasing amount of
information.This situation has triggered the development of
recommender systems: intelligent filters that learn about the
users’ preferences and suggest relevant information for them.
With rapidly growing data sizes, the predictive performance,
processing efficiency and scalability of machine learning-
based recommendations systems and their underlying compu-
tations becomes a major concern.

In this paper, we describe the architecture of a real world
recommender system ABO for bol.com, a large European e-
commerce platform which handles billions of interactions on
several dozen million items every day in Section II. The ABO
(‘Anderen bekeken ook’, Dutch for ‘others also viewed’) rec-
ommendations are shown on the product detail page1 to enable
customers to discover other products that are relevant to them,
such as different versions of the same product, similar products
or products that are complementary to the displayed item.
We describe the individual components of our system, which
are backed by cloud infrastructure from the Google Cloud
Platform such as BigTable and BigQuery. In addition, we
detail our nearest-neighbor-based recommendation approach,
we discuss how we conduct distributed offline model training,
and how we efficiently serve the recommendations online with
low latency.

A natural question when operating such a real world
recommendation system is how to improve its predictive

1https://www.bol.com/nl/p/-/9200000104430048

performance. In this work, we explore two directions for
improvement, and present the results of two corresponding
studies. First, we investigate the potential of algorithmic
improvements in Section III. Neural networks have shown
outstanding performance in computer vision [1] and natural
language processing tasks [2], and we therefore evaluate
recently proposed neural network-based approaches [3]–[6] for
session-based recommendation on real data from our platform,
based on an existing academic study [7]. We evaluate the
predictive performance of these neural networks, as well as
their deployability for production settings, in terms of training
time, cost of hyperparameter search, prediction latency and
scalability. Next, we study a system-specific improvement:
we do not change the recommendation algorithm itself, but
optimise our serving infrastructure to drastically reduce its
response latency (Section IV). We describe how we control
the insertion rate of bulk updates into the production database
of our recommendation system, in order to adhere to a latency
SLA (service-level agreement) of 50ms for recommendation
responses. We run a large-scale online A/B test on 19 million
user session to investigate the impact of this response latency
reduction on the predictive performance of our recommender
system. In summary, we provide the following contributions:
• We discuss the design of a large-scale recommender system

handling billions of interactions on a European e-commerce
platform (Section II).

• We present two studies on enhancing the predictive per-
formance of this system: (i) We evaluate recent neural
network-based approaches on proprietary data from our e-
commerce platform, and confirm recent results outlining
that the benefits of these methods with respect to predictive
performance are limited, while they exhibit severe scalability
bottlenecks (Section III); (ii) We optimise the response
latency of our serving system, and conduct an A/B test on
the live platform with more than 19 million user sessions,
which confirms that the latency reduction correlates with
a significant increase in metrics based on purchases and
revenue (Section IV).

• We discuss the implications of our findings with respect
to real world recommendation systems, as well as future
research on session-based recommendation (Section VI)
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ABSTRACT
There is a large body of research on scalable machine learn-
ing (ML). Nevertheless, training ML models on large, contin-
uously evolving datasets is still a di�cult and costly under-
taking for many companies and institutions. We discuss such
challenges and derive requirements for an industrial-scale
ML platform. Next, we describe the computational model
behind Amazon SageMaker which is designed to meet such
challenges. SageMaker is an ML platform provided as part
of Amazon Web Services (AWS), and supports incremental
training, resumable and elastic learning as well as automatic
hyperparameter optimization.We detail how to adapt several
popular ML algorithms to its computational model. Finally,
we present an experimental evaluation on large datasets,
comparing SageMaker to several scalable, JVM-based imple-
mentations of ML algorithms, which we signi�cantly outper-
form with regard to computation time and cost.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) has become an integral part of mod-
ern software systems. Unfortunately, training ML models
on large, continuously evolving datasets is still a signi�cant
undertaking for many companies and institutions, especially
if ML is not their core competency. Building an industrial-
scale model training platform for such cases involves a set
of challenges, many of which are not addressed by current
systems available in academia and open source.

(i ) Support for incremental training and model freshness:
It is highly uncommon to encounter large static datasets. In
most cases, data keeps being generated constantly, which
is often addressed with an unwelcome trade-o� between
training cost and accuracy. Training on a large subset of the
data produces accurate models but can become extremely
costly and slow, while training on new, small updates of the
data (e.g., the last day) is cheaper but might not lead to very
accurate results. Therefore, industrial ML platforms have to
support incremental model training to regularly and cost-
e�ciently update existing models and to quickly provide
accurate and ‘fresh’ models.

(ii ) Predictability of training costs: for large amounts of
data, customers need to be able to roughly estimate in ad-
vance how much a training job would cost and how long
it would run for. It is di�cult to estimate the cost ahead of
time for many scalable systems, which do not support incre-
mental learning with linear update times or have irregular
performance drops for high-dimensional models [5].

(iii ) Elasticity and support for pausing and resuming train-
ing jobs: large-scale ML scenarios often result in imbalanced
workloads, where data scientists spend several days without
running a single job (while they are collecting data or writing
code) and then they launch several large concurrent training
jobs on hundreds of machines. They also may want to pause
and resume such jobs, e.g., for hyperparameter tuning or if



Conclusion

• The world needs you!

• Use your PhD period to learn - lots of transferable skills

• Think about your positions as helping to build a platform to achieve your 

life goals

• There’s lots of opportunity at the border 


• real problems often poise extremely interesting research problems
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